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Words that start with schwa

Use in / When reading, be prepared to say it like a word. If you read the word button with a little o sound in the second To represent a schwa in spelling (a) when learning to spell words with a shwa, encourage students to use their 'spelling voice'. They had been stressed on tone sound, with a pure sound (e.g., A, was, SUPport), if it would
be clear the way unstressed vowels/characters should pronounce. (b) Teach students to associate a shwa-containing base words with their derivatives, especially when derivative contains an accent letter in which pure vowel sound is clearly heard such as, president-headed, human-humanity, definition-defined. (c) Teach students to use
memory joggers for words that do not have derivatives, for example, cotton on an idea. 7) Teach words together with a common schwa representation such as, 'A': about, amaze, distant, again, around, forward, alone 'aan': find schwa representation schwa with place for schwa representation to promote awareness of representation of the
kind of words captain, few, fountain, deal activities schwa words - make it a schwa wall with shwa words to promote awareness about representation like words. Some of the following examples are taken from part 3 of Phonics Hero (these are in an Australian accent, so some may not apply in your bid): a - comma, Atlas, Salad, Alphabet,
Zodiac, Thousand E - Elephant, Carpet, Taken, Telephone, Item, Event, Prophet, Blasting I - Cousin, Animal, Pencil, Easy, Accident, Faith, Promise O - Carrot, Astronaut, Down, Dinosaur, Humiliation, Ribbon, Phantom U - Rhombus, On, Supply, Medium Y - Vinyl, Syringe Chances That, Like Me, you managed to read and learn magic
without being taught clearly. Schwa remains, though, an important part of the English code and we will have all the students who need to understand it in order to fully 'crack' that code and make maximum progress in reading and writing. Author: Shirley Houstonvid Masters degree in special education, Shirley has been teaching children
and training teachers in Australia for more than 30 years. Working with children with learning difficulties, Shirley systematically champions the importance of teaching phonics and mastering mainstream classrooms. If you're interested in helping Shirley as a literacy trainer for your school, leave an email on the team info@phonicshero.com
info@phonicshero.com
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